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Abstract 

A novel feature extraction method named blocked winner 

sequence feature extraction (BWS) method based on SOM is 

proposed for recognizing large set of Chinese characters. 

Firstly, a Chinese character sample is blocked to make sub 

block set according to certain principles; Secondly, every sub-

block is passed into a SOM network orderly for learning, and 

the location number of the winner for each sub-block is stored; 

Finally, location numbers of all winner neurons are combined 

into a sequence as the feature of the character. Compared with 

traditional SOM neural networks, the method using orderly 

combination of multiple winner neurons instead of single 

winner to represent feature can reduce the network size and 

computation as well as improve network capacity effectively. 

Using block can improve the anti-interference ability and the 

recognition accuracy of the network. The method is used for 

the extract feature of 3500 Chinese characters in GB2312 

Chinese character library with Euclidean distance recognition, 

and the recognition accuracy reaches 99.897% and 93.274% 

respectively in the cases of adding 10% and 20% random 

noise. 

1 Introduction 

Self-organizing Map (SOM)，invented by Professor Teuvo 

Kohonen, is a data visualization technique which can 

reducethe dimensions of data with the use of self-organizing 

neural networks
[1].

 SOM neural networkshas been widely 

applied tospeech recognition, image processing, data 

dimension reduction, data mining and other fields
[2,3] 

as one of 

the hot research topics in the field of artificial neural networks. 

 

Similar to self-organizing characteristic of the human brain, 

SOM neural networks have a simple structure，which gets 

wide attention from many computer vision scientists. When 

the traditional SOM neural network is used for image 

recognition, each neuron in the input layer need correspond to 

a pixel of the image, and each sample image need correspond 

to a neuron in the output layer at least, which causes large 

network size and computational complexity for large samples. 

 

 

To reduce the size and increase processing speed，SOM 

neural networks has been improved by many researchers in 

different applications. The neuron of output layer is improves 

for spike neuron applied in the classification of cancer dataset 

and improves the processing speed of SOM in document
[4]

. 

Genetic algorithm is adopted to choose network weights in 

document
[5]

. The number of neurons in the competitive layer 

is decided by formula in document
[6]

 and initial weight 

vectors confirmed by sample center vector are applied to for 

remote sensing image classification to improve the 

classification efficiency and accuracy. The Supervised 

network, whose weight is adjusted according to different 

input samples to predict classification and choose different 

formulas by means of adding the output layer to the input 

layer and the competitive layer,  is proposed for data set KDD 

CUP99 to finish invaded test experiment and improve 

invaded detection rate in document
[7]

. Semi-supervised 

pattern classification using tree topology SOM and a few 

neurons is realized in document
[8]

 which is more reasonable 

than other classification schemes only using marked instances 

in training stage. Associated SOM is set up based on C-V 

model for image segmentation in document
[9]

, and different 

SOM networks is used to process foreground and background 

to improve the identify of network. Some methods of 

combining contour models and SOM network in image 

segmentation are summarized in document
[10]

 to extract image 

edge information better. 

 

The recognition difficulty of Chinese characters is far greater 

than other language because of the multiple quantity and 

changeable structure. At present, some progress has been 

made in traditional text recognition technology and document 

analysis technology. At present, traditional text recognition 

technology and document analysis technology have made 

some progress, and the recognition rate of optical character 

recognition (OCR) can currently reach 99.99%, but high 

quality must be required for the picture and it is by scanning 

software and scanning process. Existing Chinese character 

recognition methods are mostly targeted at Chinese character 

recognition of small character set, and recognition rate is 

affected by font and character set
[11]

. 

 

Prepossessing and invariant feature extraction are combined 

on the basis of the stroke tangent and the invariance of the 

bending in document
[12]

 based on HMM method. With the use 

of point and stroke oriented, the recognition accuracy of small 

character set, medium character set and large character set are 
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98.4%, 96.5% and 91% respectively. Recognition 

experiments for Chinese characters of large character set 

based on HMM show that to improve the recognition rate of 

large character set is still a problem to be solved by HMM. 

Enhanced Bias classifier is designed for handwritten numeral 

recognition in document
[13]

, and recognition rate of Bayesian 

network is 99.29% which is much higher than traditional 

Euclidean distance, but it needs more samples and complex 

analysis and calculation. Recognition system based on multi 

features and parallel neural networks computing is 

constructed in document
[14]

. Odate, R et al.
[15]

 formalized the 

candidate reduction technique for the Nearest Neighbor (NN) 

problems,and proposed an improved method that works fine 

with Chinese character sets with a faster and more accurate. 

Based on recurrent neural networks, Dapeng Tao et al.
[16] 

proposed an effectively method by integrating a principal 

component convolution layer with the 2-D long short-term 

memory to recognize Chinese character. Xiaoqing Ding et al. 
[17]

 extracted wavelet features from the image transformed by 

wavelet transform, and classified font class with Modified 

Quadric Distance Function classifier, which achieved a 

recognition rate of 90.28% on a single unknown character and 

99.01% for five characters. The subsystem composed of 

parallel model solves problems with cluster computer because 

of the large amount of computation. Deep convolution neural 

network is used for the recognitionof similar handwritten 

Chinese characters with higher recognition rate and larger 

network size in document
[18]

. Therefore, The Chinese 

character recognition of larger characters set is studied less at 

present. In this paper, feature extraction method of Blocked 

Winner Sequence (BWS) feature extraction is proposed to 

simplify the network structure, reduce the amount of 

computation and improve the recognition accuracy targeting 

at The Chinese character recognition of larger characters set. 

2 SOM neural networks 

2.1 Topology structure of SOM neural networks 

The human brain is composed of a large number of cells. 

Functions of different parts of the human brain are different, 

and sensitive degrees from an aspect or a particular stimulus 

signal for different regions of the cells are also different. 

According to these characteristics, the theory of self-

organizing map was proposed by Professor Kohonen, a neural 

networks expert in Finland in 1981
[19]

.SOM is one of the most 

widely used architectures for unsupervised neural networks, 

and the core idea is that neural network is divided into 

different corresponding regions automatically which respond 

differently to input mode when it accepts external input
[20]

. 

SOM neural networks architecture shown in Figure 1 is a feed 

forward network with full connection and double layers 

containing an input layer and an output layer. The input layer 

is used to transmit external information into network. The 

output layer which is a low dimensional space is also known 

as the competition layer. The neurons in competition layer are 

connected with other neurons around laterally to simulate the 

inhibition function of neurons in the human brain. Arbitrary 

high dimensional inputs are mapped to low dimensional space 

by network, and some similar properties of the input data are 

reflected to adjacent feature maps geometrically that are two-

dimensional discrete graphics with the same topology 

structure for the output layer. 

 
Figure 1:Topology structure of SOM neural networks. 

2.2 Learning algorithm of SOM neural networks 

Supposing that the input vector is an n-dimensional data set, 

two dimensional SOM neural networks with m output neurons 

is founded. Wij are the connection weights between the ith 

input vector and the jth neuron in the output layer. The 

training procedures of SOM neural networks are as follows: 

 

(1) When iterations t is equal zero, the initial value of the 

weight wij  are random numbers between 0 and 1 or from the 

input vector randomly. Here Nc(0) is called the initial 

neighborhood function of the winning neuron, and 0 and T 

are called learning rate and total number of iterations 

respectively. 

 

(2) If the iteration number t is less than total iteration number 

T in the initialization, the learning steps from 3 to 7 are 

repeated. 

 

(3) Input samples are normalized, and input vector x is 

extracted randomly. 

 

(4) The distance between input vector and all neurons in 

output layer is calculated when iteration number is t. All 

Euclidean distances are calculated according to Equation (1) 

to find the minimum, and the corresponding neuron is the 

winner neuron. 

( ) arg min ( ) , 1,2,...,j
j

i x x n w j m   .              (1) 

(5) Weight vectors of winner neurons and all neurons in 

neighborhood are updated. 

*( 1) ( ) ( )( ( )), ( )j j i j j
w t w t t x w t j N t     ,                 (2) 

here ( )t is called learning rate function, which will decrease 

with the increase of the iterations to ensure the convergence 

of the training process. 

 

(6) Learning rate function and neighborhood function are 

adjusted in step 6. 

 

(7) Supposed that t=t+1, it will be returned to step 3 to resume 

if t<T, otherwise, the cycle will be stopped and the algorithm 

will be over. 
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3 Image Block 

The image block was first proposed by foreign researchers. 

According to low face recognition accuracy affected by 

illumination and posture. Pentland et al. introduced the idea 

of block for face recognition and proposed a method of block 

feature space
[21]

. The more important parts on the face, such 

as eyes, nose and so on, were chosen and then features 

extracted from these parts were gathered for recognition. The 

basic principle of image block is to divide the image into a 

number of blocks, and to extract features from each sub block 

image respectively for later use
[22]

. There are many ways to 

block the image, row block, column block, equal block and 

unequal block. Several image block modes are shown in 

Figure 2. 

 
                       (a)            (b)            (c)            (d) 

Figure 2: Several image block modes, (a) Row block, (b)     

column block,  (c) equal block, (d)unequal block. 

 

The research has shown that block method can not only 

reduce the dimension of the network input samples, but also 

extract the local features effectively and make more use of 

image information. When a piece of image is changed, the 

image as a whole is not affected. Therefore, the method has 

good robustness. In the practical application, the different 

ways of blocking are selected according to the characteristics 

of the image. The row block is used for simplifying process 

according to the characteristics of more horizontal and 

vertical strokes of Chinese characters in this paper. 

4 BWS feature extraction and recognition 

The schematic diagram of BWS feature extraction is shown in 

Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3: Schematic diagram of feature extraction based on 

BWS feature extraction. 

 

To take the Chinese character "cheng" for instance, it is 

divided into m blocks according to a certain principle of block. 

Each sub-block is arranged in order to build sub-block set, 

and then input networks orderly. Each sub-block is mapped to 

a neuron of output layer through the input layer, and the 

location of neuron is noted down as the sub-block feature. 

Winner neurons sequence made up of features of the entire 

sample characters is produced after importing all sub-blocks 

to the network. Each Chinese character has a corresponding 

feature sequence, consisting of standard feature library. 

 

BWS feature extraction method adopted in this paper is 

realized with arrangement feature of winner neurons orderly. 

The Equation (3) can calculate network capacity C based on 

the above method. 

!

( )!

r

n

n
C P

n r
 


,                             (3)

 

here C is the classifiable ample capacity of network. P is the 

permutable number. n is the number of neurons in the output 

layer of the network. r is the number of winner neurons in the 

feature sequence of Chinese characters samples, and also the 

block numbers of original image. According to the method 

proposed in this paper, the capacity of network depends on 

the number of neurons in output layer and the block numbers 

of samples. It is easy to improve the capacity of network 

through increasing the number of neurons in the output layer 

and changing the sample blocks. 

 

The flow of BWS feature extraction is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Flow chart of feature extraction based on BWS. 

 

When the error values of the adjacent winner sequence for 

five times successively are less than the set values in network 

training process, the output of the network at this time is 

saved as the features of standard sample and stored in 

property database for the continued recognition. Error of 

adjacent winning sequence e is calculated as follows: 

2 2

1

( ( ) ( 1)) ( ( ) ( 1))
l

k k k k

k

e x i x i y i y i


      ,                     (4) 

here ( ( ), ( ))k kx i y i is the number of neuron k while the epoch 

of network training is i. 
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The flow chart of recognition is shown in Figure 5. Firstly, 

the BWS feature extraction method is used to extract features 

of sample to form the feature sequence; Secondly, the 

matching operation is carried out with the feature database of 

standard sample and the feature sequence obtained above, and 

the Euclidean distance method is used to calculate the 

distance. Finally, the sample with minimum distance is taken 

as the recognition result. 

 
Figure 5:Flow chart of recognition. 

 

Euclidean distance algorithm is shown as Equation (5), where 

dij  is the distance between sample i which is to be recognized 

and standard sample j, ( , )i i

k kx y is the number of winner neuron 

of sub-block k of sample i and ( , )j j

k kX Y is the number of 

winner neuron of sub-block k of sample j. 

2 2

1

( ) ( )
m

i j i j

ij k k k k

k

d x X y Y


    .                         (5)

 

5 The process of Chinese character recognition 

and results analysis 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the method, 3500 

commonly used Chinese characters in GB2312 Chinese 

character library are taken as the sample set, and each 

character is expressed with a 48*48 pixel binary image. 

 

In this paper, all the Chinese characters are blocked by the 

principle of equal row that each row is a sub-block. Fully 

connected SOM neural networks with two layers is used, in 

which the number of neurons in the input layer is equal to the 

number of a row pixel of samples that the value is 48 and the 

number of neurons in the output layer is 49 with a two-

dimensional structure of 7*7.While one sub-block is sent to 

the network, it will produce one winning neuron whose 

sequence number ( , )n n

m mX Y will be written down, where m is 

the sequence number of sub-block and n is the sequence 

number of Chinese character samples. The sequence number 

of winner neurons 

1 1 2 2 48 48{( , ),( , ),..., ( , )}n n n n n nX Y X Y X Y corresponding to the 48 sub-

blocks is the feature sequence of the nth Chinese character 

samples. Compared to traditional methods with single winner 

neuron, the way of multi competitive combination can greatly 

reduce the scale of the network. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 6: Feature distance results, (a) Distance between 100th  

and other samples, (b) Distance between 1164th and other 

samples, (c) Feature distance statistics. 

 

The distance between each sample feature and other samples 

feature is calculated in order to verify the method of feature 

extraction with separability. Feature distances of 100th and 

1164th samples to other samples selected randomly are shown 

in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b) respectively. X-axis is the 

sample number, and Y-axis is the feature distance between 

selected sample and other samples. It can be seen from the 

Figure 6 that the distance between each sample and other 

samples is not 0, that is the features of them are different and 

more than 100 of the distance exceed 90%. Figure 6(c) is a 
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histogram in which each color represents the distance from a 

sample to the other sample. X-axis is the feature distance 

which is divided into 100 intervals, and Y-axis is the number 

of sample for each distance interval. Likewise, it is shown 

that more than 100 of the distance exceed 90%. Therefore, 

there is better discrimination for feature. 

 

The effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper is 

verified with three experiments. The input of network is the 

standard sample in the first experiment. Samples added 10% 

and 20% of the random noise to the standard samples are used 

for the second experiment and the third experiment 

respectively. 

 

Parameter and results comparison of three experiments are 

shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the recognition accuracy 

is 100% for standard samples, 99.897% for samples with 10% 

random noise and 93.274% for samples with 20% random  

noise. 
Experiment Noise of 

samples 

Samples 

recognized 

Recognition 

accuracy（%） 

First 0 3500 100 

Secondly 10% 17500 99.897 

Third 20% 17500 93.274 

Table 1:Parameter and results comparison of three 

experiments. 

 

When features of 3500 Chinese characters are extracted and 

recognized, parameter comparison between proposed method 

and others networks is shown in Table 2. It can be seen that 

the proposed method can reduce the size of the network and 

computation infinitely while dealing with the same problems. 

methods 

Number 

of neurons 

in input 

layer 

Number 

of hidden 

layer 

Number 

of neurons 

in output 

layer 

The scale of 

weight matrix 

BP 2304 

No 

theoretical 

derivation 

13 
No theoretical 

derivation 

Hopfield 2304 No No 2304×2304 

Tradition-

al SOM 
2304 No ≥3500 ≥2304×3500 

proposed 48 No 49 48×49 

Table 2: Parameter comparison between proposed method 

and others networks. 

 

Parts of the training samples and recognition results are 

shown in Figure 7.The column on the left are training samples. 

The middle columns are to be recognized samples, which are 

two added 10% and two added 20% random noise. The 

column on the right is recognition results. It can be foundin 

the figure that the network has the capabilityof identifying 

and classifying the samples with noise, and output the 

corresponding standard samples. It shows that the network 

has good anti-interference performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
       (a)                                    (b)                                    (c)  

Figure 7: Parts of the training samples and recognition results, 

(a) Training samples, (b) Noise samples, (c) Recognition 

results. 

6 Conclusion 

The BWS feature extraction method based on SOM is 

proposed in this paper, which simplifies the network structure 

on the basis of retaining the good classification performance 

of SOM neural networks and achieve features extraction of 

3500 Chinese characters with SOM neural networks of n*n . 

It breaks through the difficult point that the number of output 

layer neurons must be more than the number of samples in 

traditional SOM neural networks. Features of Chinese 

characters samples are extracted by combining the algorithm 

of image block and SOM and then assembled to improve 

recognition rate with samples information. The method is 

used for extract feature of 3500 Chinese characters in 

GB2312 Chinese character library，and then the Chinese 

characters are recognized by Euclidean distance. The 

recognition accuracy reaches 99.897% and 99.897% 

respectively in the cases of adding 10% and 20% random 

noise. 

 

Since SOM neural networks was proposed, it has been a 

hot research topic in the field of neural networks, the 

network structure of SOM has much closer to the actual 

structure of the brain on processing information than other 

neural networks.Image block algorithms which can extract 

minutiae of image have been widely applied in the field of 

face recognition and so on. A novel method—BWS feature 

extraction with the combination of image block and SOM 

neural networks is proposed in this paper to recognize 

large character set of Chinese characters. The proposed 

method has a high anti-interference ability than optical 

character recognition (OCR), and it also has simpler 

structure and a larger capacity than other neural networks 

on characters recognition. Therefore, the method has a 

good self-learning ability and versatility, which provides a 

new idea for wide application of SOM neural networks in 
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Chinese characters recognition. 
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